**All Hands On Deck:**
A Team Approach to DSM
North American Dental Sleep Symposium
Clearwater, FL
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Why are we here?

We know people that struggle with sleep.

It's everywhere.

Why are we here?

We love our patients and what we do!

“Sleep Feud”
You will need:

1) Medical claim form printing - CMS 1500 as a paper claim or electronic claim - Cannot be hand-written
2) ICD diagnosis code made by a physician from the sleep study
3) The sleep study with the diagnosis of OSA from a sleep MD
4) CPT codes (EDHS, exam codes, etc)
5) SOAP reports and narratives that the patient was seen by you and is an appropriate candidate for OAT
6) C-PAP intolerance Form
7) An order (or prescription) for the oral appliance signed by a physician or healthcare provider (MD, DO, ARNP, PA-C)

Thank You:

- No excuses!
- Ownership
- Make it happen
- What is YOUR "why?"

Contact Info:

ERINELLIOTTDDS@GMAIL.COM